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I.

INTRODUCTION

Climate change is altering the United States’ coastline in both subtle and extreme ways.
The threat is especially pressing in the Commonwealth of Virginia, which is experiencing sea
levels rising faster than the global average. As global sea level rise continues to increase, coastal
communities across the country must make difficult decisions about their futures. Instead of
waging an endless war with the tide, one option for them to consider is the process of managed
retreat, which provides a long-term solution by relocating communities away from vulnerable
areas. Low to moderate income communities face a variety of additional social and equitable
concerns related to managed retreat and other efforts to adapt to climate change. This paper
summarizes the Federal Emergency Management Agency National Flood Insurance Program, as
well as current buyout programs at the federal and state level. Next is focuses on several managed
retreat and relocation case studies with an eye toward guiding low- to moderate-income
communities faced with preparing for managed retreat. After analyzing these case studies, this
paper proposes how these lessons can be applied to the process of managed retreat for coastal
Virginia, and particularly low and moderate income communities.

A.

Relative Sea Level Rise in Virginia

The many tributaries and branches of the Chesapeake Bay stretch over 11,000 miles, with
over 7,000 miles of coastline in Virginia.1 The Commonwealth’s coastal areas are incredibly
important historically, economically, and socially. Many of the Commonwealth’s assets, including
the third largest container port on the East Coast,2 large tourist and seafood industries, and the
largest naval base in the world,3 are in the Hampton Roads region, making them highly vulnerable
to rising seas.4
Due to geologic and geographic variables, sea levels will change at different rates in
different areas. In Virginia, the seas are rising faster than the global average due to the relatively
shallow slope of the mid-Atlantic shoreline, land subsidence due to isostatic glacial rebound,
sinking land due to the overtaxing of local groundwater aquifers, and rising waters from climate

Marcia Berman, How Long is Virginia’s Shoreline?, VA. INST. MARINE SCI. (April 2, 2010),
https://www.vims.edu/bayinfo/faqs/shoreline_miles.php (“The shoreline of the [Virginia] tidal portions of
Chesapeake Bay and its tributaries stretches 7,213 miles. Adding the Maryland portion of the Bay brings the total
length of Chesapeake Bay's shoreline to 11,684 miles—more than the entire west coast of the United States.”).
2
About, PORT VA., http://www.portofvirginia.com/about/ (last visited June 24, 2020); Matthew Chambers, Atlantic
Coast U.S. Seaports, BUREAU TRANSP. STAT.,
https://www.bts.gov/archive/publications/bts_fact_sheets/october_2010/entire (last visited June 24, 2020).
3
Welcome to Naval Station Norfolk, COMMANDER, NAVY REGION MID-ATL.,
https://www.cnic.navy.mil/regions/cnrma/installations/ns_norfolk.html (last visited June 24, 2020).
4
Lisa R. Kleinosky et al., Vulnerability of Hampton Roads, Virginia to Storm-Surge Flooding and Sea-Level Rise,
40 NAT. HAZARDS 46, 51 (2007),
http://www.ccpo.odu.edu/~atkinson/ccslriDOCS/ccslri/DocFolders/ScientificPapers/Vulnerability%20of%20Hampt
on%20Roads,%20Virginia.pdf.
1
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change.5 In Norfolk, sea level rose 5.33 millimeters in 2019, and this rate is increasing.6 Currently,
sea level in Norfolk is projected to rise 0.5 meters, or roughly 1.7 feet, by 2050.7 The Virginia
Institute of Marine Science (VIMS) has confirmed that the local rates of sea level rise in Virginia
are accelerating.8 In 2013, a VIMS report on sea level rise recommended that, for planning
purposes, Virginian localities should anticipate a 1.5-foot increase in sea level above 1992 levels
between 2033 and 2063.9 These projections have increased with VIMS now estimating Norfolk
sea level to rise by as much as 2.2 feet by 2050.10

B.

Managed Retreat

“Managed retreat” is the process of removing people and infrastructure from areas
vulnerable to rising water and reducing the community’s risk by converting these areas to green
spaces or allowing the water to inundate them.11 This outcome is often achieved through
government buyouts of vulnerable properties. In the United States alone, local, state, and federal
governments have spent more than $5 billion over the past three decades buying vulnerable
properties across the country.12 This paper uses the phrase “managed retreat.” However, the term
“retreat” can have a negative connotation and can enflame this already controversial issue.13 While
5

Larry P. Atkinson et al., Sea Level Rise and Flooding Risk in Virginia, 5 SEA GRANT L. & POL'Y J. 3, 6 (20122013), https://digitalcommons.odu.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?article=1116&context=ccpo_pubs; Lisa R. Kleinosky et
al., supra note 4; Processes Affecting Sea-Level Trends, VA. INST. MARINE SCI.,
https://www.vims.edu/research/products/slrc/processes/index.php (last visited June 24, 2020); The Potomac Aquifer:
A Diminishing Resource, HAMPTON ROADS SANITATION DISTRICT, https://www.hrsd.com/swift/potomac-aquiferdiminishing-resource (last visited June 25, 2020).
6
Id.
7
U.S. East Coast Sea Level Annual Values & Processes: Trend Values for 2019, VA. INST. MARINE SCI.,
https://www.vims.edu/research/products/slrc/compare/east_coast/index.php (last visited June 26, 2020).
8
Id.
9
Sea Level Rise Scenarios, VA. INST. MARINE SCI.,
https://www.vims.edu/newsandevents/topstories/archives/2013/slr_scenarios.php (last visited June 26, 2020).
10
Norfolk, Virginia Sea-Level Report Card 2050 Projection, VA. INST. MARINE SCI.,
https://www.vims.edu/research/products/slrc/localities/nova/index.php (last visited June 26, 2020) [hereinafter
Norfolk Projection].
11
A.R. Siders, Managed Retreat in the United States, 1 ONE EARTH 216, 216 (2019), https://www.cell.com/oneearth/pdf/S2590-3322(19)30080-6.pdf (defining managed retreat as “the planned, purposeful, coordinated
movement of people and assets away from risk.”).
12
David A. Lieb, Post-Flood Home Buyouts Are Emptying Midwest Towns, INS. J. (Nov. 26, 2019),
https://www.insurancejournal.com/news/midwest/2019/11/26/549663.htm; David A. Lieb, AP: Flood Buyout Costs
Rise as Storms Intensify, Seas Surge, ASSOCIATED PRESS (May 28, 2019),
https://apnews.com/5ad750cfe8c84174934b5273c7156ff9.
13
See, e.g., Liz Koslov, The Case for Retreat, 28 PUB. CULTURE 359, 362-65 (2016),
https://pdfs.semanticscholar.org/859f/8137e6e19d45f5f3e706f08bae4c9776a714.pdf (discussing the definition of
managed retreat and resistance to the idea of managed retreat); Lexy Brodt, Residents Voice Concern over Potential
for Managed Retreat, COAST NEWS GROUP (July 25, 2019), https://www.thecoastnews.com/residents-voice-concernover-potential-for-managed-retreat/ (“The term has taken on deeply negative connotations in Del Mar — where
managed retreat would mean relinquishing multi-million-dollar beachfront homes to the rising sea, particularly in
the north beach area.”); Rethinking Managed Retreat, SASAKI (June 25, 2014),
https://www.sasaki.com/voices/rethinking-managed-retreat/
(“It’s a term that gets tip toed around as it’s been portrayed as admitting that the government can’t protect its
citizens. By its very name, ‘retreat’ suggests defeat—and coercion rather than choice.”).
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phrasing is largely superficial, the framing of an issue is still important because it sets the tone for
the conversation and impacts public perception.14 For example, the United Kingdom (UK)
sometimes refers to the process of removing protective shoreline armoring as “managed
realignment,”15 a term similar to managed retreat.16 The term “managed realignment” has been
called “an attempt to disentangle negative connotations” associated with the retreat process.17

II.
A.

CURRENT PROGRAMS

The National Flood Insurance Program

Because one hurdle of managed retreat is the current insurance schemes that incentivize
remaining in dangerous coastal areas, this paper first discusses these insurance programs. The
National Flood Insurance Program (NFIP) was created to achieve access to affordable flood
insurance and mitigation and reduction of flood impact and risk.18 The program, which is managed
by the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA), includes: (1) Flood Mitigation
Assistance Grants, (2) Standard Flood Insurance Policies (SFIPs), (3) Servicing of Policies and
Claims Management, (4) Mandatory Mortgage Purchase Requirement, (5) Preferred Risk Policies
(PRPs), and (6) Increased Cost of Compliance (ICC) Coverage.19
Participation in the NFIP requires a community to adopt federally set minimum floodplain
management regulations and standards, which provides community members access to federal
flood insurance.20 In participating communities, “NFIP insurance is available to homeowners,
renters, condo owners/renters, and commercial owners/renters.”21 Unlike disaster assistance, NFIP
policies are not dependent on a federal disaster declaration;22 properties that have a federallybacked mortgage and are in a high-risk flood area, as well as properties that have received federal

14

See LUCIANA S. ESTEVES, MANAGED REALIGNMENT: A VIABLE LONG-TERM COASTAL MANAGEMENT STRATEGY?
24 (2014), https://www.researchgate.net/publication/261508267_Managed_realignment_A_viable_longterm_coastal_management_strategy (discussing how “[i]t is much harder for people to accept change if their initial
perception is associated with a negative impact or connotation”).
15
Ben McAlinden, Managed Realignment at Medmerry, Sussex, INST. CIVIL ENGINEERS (Sept. 28, 2015),
https://www.ice.org.uk/knowledge-and-resources/case-studies/managed-realignment-at-medmerry-sussex.
16
Luciana S. Esteves & Jon J. Williams, Managed Realignment in Europe: A Synthesis of Methods, Achievements,
and Challenges, in LIVING SHORELINES: THE SCIENCE AND MANAGEMENT OF NATURE-BASED COASTAL
PROTECTION 157-58 (Jason D. Toft & Megan K. La Peyre eds. 2017),
http://eprints.bournemouth.ac.uk/27210/1/Chapter%209_Esteves_Williams%20author%27s%20copy.pdf (“Many
terms have been used as synonyms of managed realignment, including set-back, managed retreat, de-embankment
and depoldering.”).
17
ESTEVES, supra note 14, at 23 (“Managed retreat and set-back were commonly used in earlier documents, but
have gradually fallen in disuse for being interpreted as ‘giving up land to the sea.’”).
18
National Flood Insurance Act, 42 U.S.C. §§ 4001-4131 (1968); see also DIANE P. HORN & BAIRD WEBEL,
INTRODUCTION TO THE NATIONAL FLOOD INSURANCE PROGRAM (NFIP) 2 (2019),
https://fas.org/sgp/crs/homesec/R44593.pdf.
19
See generally HORN & WEBEL, supra note 18.
20
Id. at summary.
21
National Flood Insurance Program—Who’s Eligible?, FED. EMERGENCY MGMT. AGENCY (Jan. 30, 2016),
https://www.fema.gov/news-release/2016/01/30/national-flood-insurance-program-whos-eligible.
22
Id.
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disaster assistance, are required to have or maintain flood insurance.23 Lenders may also require
flood insurance for properties outside of the high-risk areas.24
Since the NFIP’s enactment, there has been a wide variety of factors that have made private
insurance insufficient to meet the flood insurance needs of the country. In 2019, the primary
insurance coverage side of the program held over 5 million policies,25 representing $1.3 trillion in
coverage and bringing in $4 billion in revenue.26 FEMA calculated benefits from mitigation
requirements to equal approximately $1.87 billion annually in avoided flood costs.27 These
mitigation requirements include building and floodplain management regulations.28 Communities
must meet minimum standards set by FEMA based on their location within the Floodplain
Insurance Rate Maps.29 These standards are set in federal regulations,30 specifically in the Flood
Plain Management Criteria for Flood-Prone Areas.31 These include construction permits,
development review, and many other specific technical requirements based on what the area is
zoned as under its FEMA flood map.32
In recent history, however, the NFIP has not always had the requisite funding for
compounding disasters in a single year and has had to borrow money to cover its obligations from
the U.S. Treasury.33 After Hurricane Sandy the NFIP debt limit was raised to $30.425 billion in
2012.34 However, Congress had to cancel $16 billion of debt borrowed in 2017 so the NFIP could
pay claims from Hurricanes Harvey, Irma, and Maria.35 As of December 2019, the NFIP owed the
Treasury $20.525 billion.36

B. Buyout Programs
While natural disasters and economic conditions have caused mass migrations worldwide
for centuries, planned managed retreat by the U.S. government happened as early as 1978 when
the town of Soldiers Grove, Wisconsin moved away from the Kickapoo River.37 Managed retreat
23

HORN & WEBEL, supra note 18, at 9-10; Who's Required to Have Flood Insurance?, FED. EMERGENCY MGMT.
AGENCY, https://www.floodsmart.gov/flood-insurance/requirements (last visited June 26, 2020).
24
Who's Required to Have Flood Insurance?, supra note 23.
25
HORN & WEBEL, supra note 18, at 1.
26
Id.
27
Id.
28
Id.
29
Id. at 6-7 (these standards have the force of law because local and state governments are required to adopt the
standards in order to participate).
30
Id. at 6 (particularly 44 C.F.R. § 60.3).
31
44 C.F.R. § 60.3 (2009).
32
See id.
33
HORN & WEBEL, supra note 18, at 25.
34
Id.
35
Id.
36
Id.
37
A.R. Siders, Social Justice Implications of US Managed Retreat Buyout Programs, 152 CLIMATIC CHANGE 239,
240 (2019), https://link.springer.com/epdf/10.1007/s10584-018-22725?author_access_token=bAr_N6AU7_14U0_5I_OrxPe4RwlQNchNByi7wbcMAY6i0pTTVhGWP4AkulV6LxNlFs
RLvpYsDANA8Dx97FmnZoxIcXxln3NQ8r9bkFZGGNeqtpFbtJ4wShJuHEqyM94XoBuXD1lTgWtyRyhVP6NIA%3D%3D; see also Alex Greer & Sherri Brokopp Binder, A
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programs further increased after the Great Midwest Floods of 1993, when Congress expanded
federal authority to promote managed retreat by acquiring property.38 “Voluntary property buyouts
in the United States are among the longest-running programs of managed retreat globally,” and are
primarily achieved using government funds.39 Yet, despite the long history of these programs,
questions remain as to whether they are capable of adapting to the increasing need for buyout
programs brought on by climate change.
1. Federal Programs
Currently, most federal buyout programs are funded by FEMA’s three Hazard Mitigation
Assistance (HMA) grant programs: the Hazard Mitigation Grant Program (HMGP), which
accounts for the vast majority of buyouts; the Flood Mitigation Assistance (FMA) Grant Program,
which accounts for approximately five percent of buyouts; and the Pre-Disaster Mitigation (PDM)
Program, which accounts for around four percent of buyouts.40 These programs are all intended to
reduce the long-term risk of flooding to structures, including those structures insured through the
NFIP.41
The HMGP was founded in 1989 and expanded after the Great Midwest Flood of 1993.42
Among other actions, it provides “grants for voluntary buyouts of flood-prone properties.”43 In
fact, funding buyouts is a priority of the HMGP. Between April 2000 and January 2016, the HMGP
spent over $649 million to acquire 10,248 properties in forty-two states and territories.44

Historical Assessment of Home Buyout Policy: Are We Learning or Just Failing?, 27 HOUSING POL’Y DEBATE, Nov.
2016, at 14 (2016), https://doi.org/10.1080/10511482.2016.1245209; Chris Hubbuch, Soldiers Grove: Relocated
Town Spared Heavy Flood Damage; Former Site Inundated, LA CROSSE TRIB. (June 22, 2008),
https://lacrossetribune.com/news/soldiers-grove-relocated-town-spared-heavy-flood-damage-formersite/article_338f2216-e998-58b9-babe-028f33b7e5ab.html. However, there are earlier, less well documented
examples of managed retreat undertaken by other U.S. communities on their own. For example, the town of
Broadwater on the Virginia Eastern Shore floated their houses to higher ground in the 1930s. Diane Tennant, The
Eastern Shore Island Left Behind, VA. PILOT (Jan. 16, 2011, 12:00 AM),
https://www.pilotonline.com/life/article_12b4ad24-56a8-5c60-8f4f-e98efece65b2.html.
38
Siders, supra note 37, at 240.
39
Katherine Mach et al., Managed Retreat Through Voluntary Buyouts of Flood-Prone Properties, 5 SCI.
ADVANCES, Oct. 9, 2019, at 5, https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC6785245/pdf/aax8995.pdf.
40
ANNA WEBER & ROB MOORE, NAT. RES. DEF. COUNCIL, GOING UNDER: LONG WAIT TIMES FOR POST-FLOOD
BUYOUTS LEAVE HOMEOWNERS UNDERWATER, 7 (2019), https://www.nrdc.org/sites/default/files/going-under-postflood-buyouts-report.pdf; see also Mach et al., supra note 39, at 7.
41
ENVTL. LAW INST. & UNIV. OF N.C. INST. FOR THE ENV’T, FLOODPLAIN BUYOUTS: AN ACTION GUIDE FOR LOCAL
GOVERNMENTS ON HOW TO MAXIMIZE COMMUNITY BENEFITS, HABITAT CONNECTIVITY, AND RESILIENCE 5 (Apr.
2017), https://www.eli.org/sites/default/files/eli-pubs/actionguide-web.pdf [hereinafter “FLOODPLAIN BUYOUTS”].
42
Mach et al., supra note 39, at 7; see also Robert T. Stafford Disaster Relief and Emergency Assistance Act § 404
(codified as amended at 42 U.S.C. § 5170c (2018)); U.S. DEP’T OF HOMELAND SEC. & FED. EMERGENCY MGMT.
AGENCY, THE 1993 GREAT MIDWEST FLOOD: VOICES 10 YEARS LATER xiii (2003), https://www.fema.gov/medialibrary-data/20130726-1515-20490-1306/voices_anthology.pdf (explaining that “[t]he National Weather Service
ranks [The Great Midwest Flood] as one of the greatest ever to have hit the United States,” as the flooding lasted
from May through September 1993 with more than a thousand levees in the Midwest failing or overtopping)
[hereinafter “THE 1993 GREAT MIDWEST FLOOD”].
43
Mach et al., supra note 39, at 2; see also 42 U.S.C. § 5170c(b).
44
The median payout was $50,293. See FLOODPLAIN BUYOUTS, supra note 41, at 7.
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HMGP funding is only available following a federal disaster declaration by the President,45
which activates federal funds held in reserve for disaster assistance.46 Following the declaration of
a federal disaster, states, territories, or federally recognized tribes are invited to apply for HMGP
funding.47 Because only these entities can apply for HMGP funding, local governments must
submit “sub-applications” in a state or territory’s funding application to HMGP. This process is
contingent on FEMA making funding available to the states or territories,48 who in turn inform
localities of funding availability.49 FEMA accepts HMGP applications for up to one year after the
declaration of a disaster, and can extend this deadline by 180 days at an applicant’s request.50
Securing HMGP funding can be challenging, as it requires a cost share of twenty-five percent from
applicants or sub-applicants.51 An Advance Assistance program allows applicants to request up to
twenty-five percent of their HMGP funding or $10 million, whichever is less, in advance, to
complete their HMGP applications.52 However, this program may be underutilized, because of the
application process to participate in the Advance Assistance program.53 This process requires that
“[t]he application must identify the proposed use of the funds, including costs in sufficient detail
for each proposed activity and milestones for submitting completed HMGP applications to
FEMA.”54 This complicated application process may deter LMI communities who may not have
ready access to required data or who cannot afford consultants to assist them.
45

See 42 U.S.C. § 5170; 44 C.F.R. § 206.36; see also FED. EMERGENCY MGMT. AGENCY, THE UNIFIED HAZARD
MITIGATION GRANT ASSISTANCE PROGRAMS,
http://www.ocpcrpa.org/docs/projects/hmp/The_Unified_Hazard_Mitigation_Assistance_Grants_Factsheet.pdf (last
visited June 28, 2020).
46
FLOODPLAIN BUYOUTS, supra note 41, at 7 (citing 44 C.F.R. §§ 206.200-206.228). Disasters that have historically
triggered funding include severe storms, floods, hurricanes, and other flood-related disasters. Mach et al., supra note
39, at 2.
47
FED. EMERGENCY MGMT. AGENCY, HOMEOWNER’S GUIDE TO THE HAZARD MITIGATION GRANT PROGRAM,
https://www.fema.gov/media-library-data/14782721284112eca27a89d418bb73e817edfb702cc15/HMA_HO_Brochure_508.pdf (last visited June 28, 2020) [hereinafter
“HOMEOWNER’S GUIDE TO THE HAZARD MITIGATION GRANT PROGRAM”]. However, state agencies and certain nonprofit organizations can also serve as sub-applicants in some cases. FLOODPLAIN BUYOUTS, supra note 41, at 7
(citing FED. EMERGENCY MGMT. AGENCY, HAZARD MITIGATION ASSISTANCE GUIDANCE: HAZARD MITIGATION
GRANT PROGRAM, PRE-DISASTER MITIGATION PROGRAM, AND FLOOD MITIGATION ASSISTANCE PROGRAM 26 (Feb.
2015), https://www.fema.gov/media-library-data/142498316544938f5dfc69c0bd4ea8a161e8bb7b79553/HMA_Guidance_022715_508.pdf [hereinafter “HAZARD MITIGATION
ASSISTANCE GUIDANCE”]).
48
The amount of funding that will be available for a disaster is not immediately known as it depends on the costs of
the disaster. See 42 U.S.C. § 5170c(a); see also WEBER & MOORE, supra note 4040, at 8 (citing Robert T. Stafford
Disaster Relief and Emergency Assistance Act § 404 (codified as amended at 42 U.S.C. § 5170c (2018)).
49
WEBER & MOORE, supra note 40, at 8.
50
FED. EMERGENCY MGMT. AGENCY, HAZARD MITIGATION GRANT PROGRAM (HMGP) PHASES FOR STATE, TRIBAL,
TERRITORY, AND LOCAL APPLICANTS 3, https://www.fema.gov/media-library-data/14921924250017bee4f1e7dfde07f83e4f9b81a5441db/HMGP_ProjectTips_SLT_13APRIL17_508.pdf (last visited June 28, 2020).
51
42 U.S.C. § 5170c; 44 C.F.R. § 206.432(c); see also FED. EMERGENCY MGMT. AGENCY, HAZARD MITIGATION
ASSISTANCE COST SHARE GUIDE FOR APPLICANTS, SUBAPPLICANTS, AND FEMA 1-1 (2016),
https://www.fema.gov/media-library-data/14637666649644e6dd22652cb7c8a6162904f3b1b2022/FinalHMACostShareGuide508.pdf [hereinafter “HAZARD MITIGATION
ASSISTANCE COST SHARE GUIDE”]; WEBER & MOORE, supra note 40, at 8.
52
42 U.S.C. § 5170c(e); HAZARD MITIGATION ASSISTANCE GUIDANCE, supra note 47, at 108-09.
53
WEBER & MOORE, supra note 40, at 8 (“[I]t is unclear how often states and communities take advantage of this
Advance Assistance.”).
54
HAZARD MITIGATION ASSISTANCE GUIDANCE, supra note 47, at 108.
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If FEMA approves an application, an HMGP grant is awarded to the applying state,
territory, or tribe, which then disburses the funds to sub-applicants.55 After receiving funding, local
governments remain responsible for conducting property appraisals and title searches, making
offers and completing the closing process, arranging for the demolition of properties within ninety
days of closing, and dealing with hazardous materials, waste disposal, and landscaping and
restoration work.56 Additionally, localities must maintain the land as open space after a buyout.57
While the majority of federal buyouts are conducted with HMGP funding, critics have
voiced a variety of concerns about the HMGP buyout process. One prominent concern is how long
a HMGP buyout usually takes, a process which averages 5.7 years from disaster to closing on a
property.58 Such delays adversely impact individuals who need to repair their homes in the
meantime, or whose homes flood again while they are waiting for the buyout process to finish.59
These timeframe concerns are also sometimes closely correlated to issues of social justice.
Traditionally, due to redlining,60 flood-prone areas are more likely to house low-income
individuals.61 “Especially in inland locations, low-income communities and communities of color
are likely to experience higher flood risk due to lower-lying elevations and/or underinvestment in
flood mitigation infrastructure,”62 whereas coastal areas are home to both low-income
communities and affluent whites.63 Although low-income individuals may be disproportionately
impacted by flooding, they are also less likely to be able to afford to wait for a buyout.64
Additionally, even if individuals are interested in participating in a buyout, they may not hear about
the option of a buyout until months after the flood, when they already have received NFIP

See HOMEOWNER’S GUIDE TO THE HAZARD MITIGATION GRANT PROGRAM, supra note 47.
44 C.F.R. § 80.17(a)-(e).
57
44 C.F.R. § 80.19(a). For a graphic illustration of the buyout process see WEBER & MOORE, supra note 40, at 7.
58
Mach et al., supra note 39, at 4.
59
WEBER & MOORE, supra note 40, at 14.
60
Beginning in the 1930s, and continuing until the Fair Housing Act in 1968, the Federal Housing Administration,
which underwrites mortgages, adopted appraisal standards that “systematically disadvantaged African American and
low-income urban inhabitants and severely limited their ability to obtain mortgages.” Louis Lee Woods II, The
Federal Home Loan Bank Board, Redlining, and the National Proliferation of Racial Lending Discrimination,
1921-50, 38 J. URB. HIST. 1036, 1039 (2012). The term “redlining” “refers to the presumed practice of mortgage
lenders of drawing red lines around portions of a map to indicate areas or neighborhoods in which they do not want
to make loans.” FED. RESERVE, FEDERAL FAIR LENDING REGULATIONS AND STATUTES FAIR HOUSING ACT 1,
https://www.federalreserve.gov/boarddocs/supmanual/cch/fair_lend_fhact.pdf (last visited June 28, 2020); see also
Tracy Jan, Redlining Was Banned 50 Years Ago. It’s Still Hurting Minorities Today., WASH. POST (Mar. 28, 2018,
6:00 AM), https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/wonk/wp/2018/03/28/redlining-was-banned-50-years-ago-itsstill-hurting-minorities-today/.
61
WEBER & MOORE, supra note 40, at 14.
62
Id. (emphasis added) (citing Marilyn C. Montgomery & Jayajit Chakraborty, Assessing the Environmental Justice
Consequences of Flood Risk: A Case Study in Miami, Florida, 10 ENV’T RES. LETTERS, Sept. 1, 2015,
https://iopscience.iop.org/article/10.1088/1748-9326/10/9/095010/pdf; Jeremy Deaton, Hurricane Harvey Hit LowIncome Communities Hardest, THINK PROGRESS (Sept. 1, 2017, 1:35 PM),
https://archive.thinkprogress.org/hurricane-harvey-hit-low-income-communities-hardest-6d13506b7e60/; Brentin
Mock, Zoned for Displacement, CITYLAB (Sept. 13, 2017 8:09 AM),
https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2017-09-13/displaced-by-hurricane-harvey-by-design).
63
Siders, supra note 11, at 216 (“[T]he US coast is both a playground for the wealthy and home to some of the most
disadvantaged and historically marginalized people in the nation.”).
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WEBER & MOORE, supra note 40, at 8, 14.
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insurance money and begun rebuilding.65 Lastly, to date, richer, more densely populated areas are
more likely to implement voluntary buyouts.66 Several factors may contribute to this trend, such
as the fact that local governments must have the financial ability to assist with a buyout and must
also be capable of “navigat[ing] the FEMA grant application process, procur[ing] additional funds,
administer[ing] the process, and relocat[ing] participating property owners and residents.”67
Wealthier areas may also have city planners or resilience officers who are aware of the risks posed
by climate change and elected officials who have the political will to engage in a buyout process.68
As HMGP funding requires a cost share of twenty-five percent from applicants,
communities commonly supplement HMGP funding for buyouts with Community Development
Block Grants-Disaster Recovery (CDBG-DR) funding from the United States Department of
Housing and Urban Development (HUD).69 Like HMPG funding, CDBG-DR funding is only
available after a presidential declaration of a major disaster and requires that Congress approve
CDBG-DR appropriations.70 HUD then calculates allocations, publishes a notice in the Federal
Register, and awards funds to state or local governments by establishing accounts in the Disaster
Recovery Grant Reporting (DRGR) system that the grantee can access.71 State and local
governments can administer these funds directly or distribute them to subrecipients.72 The use of
CDBG-DR funds has increased over the years, from less than $1 billion in 2001 to more than $8
billion in 2013.73 Thus, CDBG-DR funds fill a crucial fiscal gap.
Although HMGP and CDBG-DR funding are often used together to conduct buyouts
following flooding, the two programs differ in their requirements. In order to qualify for FEMA
funding a project must be “environmentally sound, cost effective, and reduce future risk.”74 Costeffectiveness is generally determined based on a cost-benefit analysis, although an expedited
methodology is available under certain conditions.75 HUD funding criteria, on the other hand,
require that a project “benefit low- or moderate-income (LMI) households, eradicate slums or
blights, or address an urgent public safety need.”76 However, the requirement that 70 percent of
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Id. at 8.
Mach et al., supra note 39, at 5.
67
Id.
68
Id.
69
See Siders, supra note 37, at 242.
70
See U.S. DEP’T HOUS. & URBAN DEV. & CMTY. PLANNING & DEV., COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT BLOCK GRANT
DISASTER RECOVERY: CDBG-DR OVERVIEW 7, 19 (2020),
71
Id. at 6.
72
Id.
73
See Kevin Fox Gotham, Reinforcing Inequalities: The Impact of the CDBG Program on Post-Katrina Rebuilding,
24 HOUSING POL’Y DEBATE 192, 197 (2014),
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/271929615_Reinforcing_Inequalities_The_Impact_of_the_CDBG_Progra
m_on_Post-Katrina_Rebuilding.
74
Siders, supra note 37, at 242 (citing FED. EMERGENCY MGMT. AGENCY, HAZARD MITIGATION ASSISTANCE
(HMA) GUIDANCE ON PROPERTY ACQUISITION AND RELOCATION FOR THE PURPOSE OF OPEN SPACE (2007),
https://www.fema.gov/media-library-data/20130726-1721-25045-3264/web_page_3_acq_guidance_06_20_08.pdf).
75
HAZARD MITIGATION ASSISTANCE GUIDANCE, supra note 47, at 64-65.
76
Siders, supra note 37, at 242; see also U.S. DEP’T HOUS. & URBAN DEV. & CMTY. PLANNING & DEV., CDBG
DISASTER RECOVERY FRAMEWORK, 4 (2013),
https://www.hud.gov/sites/documents/CDBG_TRAINING_2_2_13.PDF.
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funds be used to benefit LMI households is generally reduced during post-disaster funding,77
despite concerns about this effect on LMI individuals.78 Another significant difference is that
HMGP funding requires programs to pay pre-disaster fair market value (FMV) for properties they
acquire, while CDBG-DR funding allows programs to offer pre- or post-disaster FMV.79 Lastly,
homes that are within the 100-year floodplain and acquired using HMGP or CDBG-DR funds must
be demolished and the properties maintained as open spaces. However, depending on the
appropriations bill, CDBG-DR funding may be used for redevelopment outside of the 100-year
floodplain.80
FEMA’s two other HMA programs, PDM and FMA, are not dependent on a federal
declaration of a disaster; rather, Congress appropriates funding annually. For example, in 2019,
PDM received $250 million81 and FMA received $210 million.82 As with HMGP, both PDM and
FMA applications are made by states, territories, or federally-recognized tribes with local
governments serving as sub-applicants.83 To be eligible for funding, an applicant must have a
FEMA-approved flood risk mitigation plan.84 Eligible projects include property acquisition and
structure demolition or relocation projects.85 The same FEMA regulations for Property Acquisition
and Relocation for Open Space govern PDM and FMA property acquisition projects.86
The PDM program is authorized under Section 203 of the Stafford Act,87 and is intended
“to reduce overall risk to the population and structures from future hazard events, while also
reducing reliance on Federal funding in future disasters.”88 PDM funding generally covers seventyfive percent of costs, but can cover up to ninety percent if an applicant or sub-applicant is a “small
impoverished community.”89 Thus, applicants must generally contribute a cost share of twentyfive percent, which can be reduced to ten percent for small, impoverished communities. PDM
funding is available to applicants to use for property acquisition, as well as other preemptive
measures, such as elevating structures.90 Up to ten percent of PDM funding can also be used for
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Gotham, supra note 73, at 196; Siders, supra note 37, at 242.
Siders, supra note 37, at 242.
79
Id. For a critique of HUD’s use of pre-disaster FMV see Gotham, supra note 73, at 207.
80
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FED. EMERGENCY MGMT. AGENCY, FY 2019 PRE-DISASTER MITIGATION (PDM) GRANT PROGRAM 1,
https://www.fema.gov/media-library-data/15668380308922ce88be44262b32999aecba3e383aa05/PDMFactSheetFY19Aug2019.pdf (last visited June 29, 2020).
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FED. EMERGENCY MGMT. AGENCY, FY 2019 FLOOD MITIGATION ASSISTANCE (FMA) GRANT PROGRAM 2,
https://www.fema.gov/media-library-data/1578520288733d372d995bdbb6aea6c88ed39636138fb/FMAFactSheetFY19_1.8.20.pdf (last visited June 29, 2020).
83
Flood Mitigation Assistance Grant Program, FED. EMERGENCY MGMT. AGENCY, https://www.fema.gov/floodmitigation-assistance-grant-program (last visited June 29, 2020); Pre-Disaster Mitigation Grant Program, FED.
EMERGENCY MGMT. AGENCY (last visited Apr. 4, 2020), https://www.fema.gov/pre-disaster-mitigation-grantprogram.
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42 U.S.C. § 4104c(b); see also FLOODPLAIN BUYOUTS, supra note 41, at 10.
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See 42 U.S.C. § 4104c(c)(3).
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See 44 C.F.R. § 80.
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Robert T. Stafford Disaster Relief and Emergency Assistance Act § 203, 42 U.S.C. § 5133 (2018).
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HAZARD MITIGATION ASSISTANCE GUIDANCE, supra note 47, at 4.
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42 U.S. Code § 5133(h); see also HAZARD MITIGATION ASSISTANCE COST SHARE GUIDE 1-1, supra note 51.
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HAZARD MITIGATION ASSISTANCE GUIDANCE, supra note 47, at 33.
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information dissemination related to the proposed project, such as public education efforts.91
States, tribes located within states, and territories are eligible for PDM funding if the state or
territory has received a major disaster declaration within the last seven years.92 Additionally, PDM
proposals are reviewed according to a range of criteria, including “the extent and nature of the
hazards to be mitigated” and “the degree of commitment of the State or local government to reduce
damages from future natural disasters.”93
The FMA program is authorized by Section 1366 of the National Flood Insurance Act of
1968, as amended,94 and is intended to reduce or eliminate claims under the NFIP.95 The National
Flood Insurance Reform Act (NFIRA)96 created the FMA in 1994 and the Biggert-Waters Flood
Insurance Reform Act of 201297 further expanded the FMA by consolidating the Repetitive Flood
Claims98 and Severe Repetitive Loss99 grant programs into the FMA.100 The National Flood
Insurance Fund (NFIF) funds FMA for flood mitigation projects and plan development.101 Flood
mitigation projects can include, among other actions, property acquisition and demolition or
relocation, structure elevation, and mitigation reconstruction.102 Property acquired through the
FMA may be maintained for “public use, as the Administrator determines is consistent with sound
land management and use in such area.”103 Plan development includes assessing flood risks and
preparing plans to mitigate flood risk.104 To qualify for FMA funding, properties must be “NFIPinsured at the time of the application submittal and prior to the period of availability or application
start date” and maintain flood insurance through the life of the property. 105 A property may be
eligible for a reduced cost share requirement, with the government providing ninety to 100 percent
of the funding, if it meets the definition of a repetitive loss property (RL) or severe repetitive loss
(SRL) property (consistent with Biggert-Waters Flood Insurance Reform Act of 2012).106 These
91

Id. at 114.
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property is a structure covered under the NFIP that “(a) [h]as incurred flood-related damage on 2 occasions, in
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federal funding sources can be a valuable asset for localities looking to engage in managed retreat,
particularly LMI communities who may, in some cases, be eligible for a reduced cost-share.
2. State Programs
Some states have proactively assisted relocating LMI communities faced with repetitive
flooding through buyout programs. In 1987, the Minnesota legislature enacted the Flood Damage
Reduction Grant Assistance Program, administered by the Minnesota Department of Natural
Resources, to help such communities mitigate flooding.107 Minnesota appropriates funds that
match fifty percent of the cost of flood mitigation projects, including elevating homes and
“structural acquisition in the 100-year floodplain.”108 A similar grant program in Washington was
created to support local buyout programs there. Since 2013, the Washington State Legislature has
appropriated $115 million to create the Department of Ecology’s Floodplain by Design grant
program.109 As of 2018, this program has funded the preservation of 500 acres of land for
agricultural use and funded the buyout of 700 properties “from high-risk floodplain areas.”110
Like Minnesota and Washington, Virginia offers grant programs to assist localities with
property acquisition in flooding LMI neighborhoods. Virginia features some governmentsponsored grants and funding opportunities, distinct from federal programs, that assist localities in
developing relocation plans for LMI communities. The Virginia Dam Safety, Flood Prevention
and Protection Assistance Fund, established in section 10.1-603.17 of the Code of Virginia,
provides grants for projects if they receive a fifty percent match by the applicant.111 This nonreverting, permanent fund is administered by the Virginia Resource Authority in partnership with
Virginia’s Department of Conservation and Recreation.112 The capital that supports this fund
includes money “appropriated by the General Assembly, assessments made on flood insurance
premium income pursuant to [section] 38.2-401.1 of the Code of Virginia, funds returned in the
form of interest and loan principal by recipients of funding, income from the investment of monies
contained in the fund, and other public and private funds eligible for deposit."113 Additionally,
through this same fund, the state matches fifty percent of the cost of flood protection or mitigation
projects, like property acquisitions, that are conducted using locality funds by providing grants or
(i) For which 4 or more separate claims payments (includes building and contents) have
been made under flood insurance coverage with the amount of each such claim exceeding
$5,000, and with the cumulative amount of such claims payments exceeding $20,000 or
(ii) For which at least 2 separate claims payments (includes only building) have been
made under such coverage, with the cumulative amount of such claims exceeding the
market value of the insured structure.” Id.
107
See MINN. DEP’T OF NAT. RES., FLOOD DAMAGE REDUCTION ASSISTANCE PROGRAM (2011),
https://files.dnr.state.mn.us/publications/waters/fdr_grant_assistance_program.pdf.
108
Id.
109
See Our Impact, FLOODPLAINS BY DESIGN, http://www.floodplainsbydesign.org/impact/ (last visited June 29,
2020).
110
Id.
111
See VA. DEP’T OF CONSERVATION & RECREATION, 2020 GRANT MANUAL FOR THE VIRGINIA DAM SAFETY,
FLOOD PREVENTION AND PROTECTION ASSISTANCE FUND 3 (2019), https://www.dcr.virginia.gov/form/DCR199219.pdf.
112
Id.
113
Id. (italicized in original).
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loans.114 Finally, the Virginia Department of Emergency Management offers grants for localities
and state agencies to use in preparation for flooding.115
Most relocation projects in Virginia, however, have been funded by a combination of
federal and state grants. For instance, after Hurricane Isabel devastated Virginia in 2003,
Gloucester County launched a voluntary property acquisition program that initially achieved
success.116 The County used local, state, and federal funds to elevate homes and acquire properties
destroyed by flooding.117 Gloucester received thirty-four percent of all state funding from the
HMGP for these relocation and elevation projects, totaling $331,594.118 Federal funding through
FEMA to support these projects was roughly $5.4 million.119 In 2014 the Gloucester Board of
Supervisors commented that they “should not be in the real estate business,” and made clear their
intention not to purchase new properties, but this example still illustrates how localities can work
with state and federal partners to achieve success funding relocation projects.120
One federal-state partnership from another coastal state exemplifies a larger-scale buyout
program that achieved even more success. The New Jersey Department of Environmental
Protection’s (NJDEP) Blue Acres Buyout Program (Program) was launched in May 2013 after
Superstorm Sandy devastated the New Jersey shoreline and riverine neighborhoods.121 This
Program was developed as an extension to NJDEP’s preexisting Green Acres Program, which was
designed to conserve open space in New Jersey.122 FEMA, the New Jersey Office of Emergency
Management, and the NJDEP jointly administer the Program.123 The main objective of the
Program is for the NJDEP to purchase bundles of properties in coastal and riverine communities
that were severely damaged from flooding by Superstorm Sandy.124 The eligible areas for
acquisition also include communities near bay shores and tributaries severely impacted by
Superstorm Sandy.125 Following a voluntary agreement with the property owner, these properties
are purchased, the structures razed, and the land is “permanently preserved as open space,
See Virginia’s Floodplain Management Program, VA. DEP’T CONSERVATION & RECREATION,
https://www.dcr.virginia.gov/dam-safety-and-floodplains/fpelemnz (last visited June 29, 2020).
115
See VA. SILVER JACKETS, VIRGINIA FLOOD RISK GUIDE FOR LOCAL OFFICIALS 32 (2019),
https://www.dcr.virginia.gov/dam-safety-and-floodplains/document/fp-va-silver-jackets-guide.pdf.
116
See Adaptation Stories: Managed Retreat, ADAPT VA., https://vimswm.maps.arcgis.com/apps/MapJournal/index.html?appid=bea8d4142fcf47bc90078e845e296d64# (last visited June
29, 2020) (under “Property Buyout: Gloucester, Virginia”).
117
See id.
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See MIDDLE PENINSULA PLANNING DIST. COMM’N, MIDDLE PENINSULA ALL HAZARDS MITIGATION PLAN 276
(2016), https://www.mppdc.com/articles/reports/AHMP_2016_FEMA_Approved_RED.pdf.
119
See Fed. Emergency Mgmt. Agency, Gloucester County Hazard Mitigation Program: Full Mitigation Best
Practice Story 2 (2011), https://www.hsdl.org/?abstract&did=12227.
120
GLOUCESTER CTY., BOARD OF SUPERVISORS MEETING 18 (Dec. 2, 2014),
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See Blue Acres Buyout Program, N.J. DEP’T CONSUMER AFF.,
https://www.renewjerseystronger.org/homeowners/blue-acres-buyout-program/ (last visited June 30, 2020).
122
See N.J. DEP’T OF ENVT’L PROT., FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS: NJDEP SUPERSTORM SANDY BLUE ACRES
BUYOUT PROGRAM 1 (2015), https://www.nj.gov/dep/greenacres/pdf/faqs-blueacres.pdf.
123
See id. at 2.
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See id. at 1.
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See id.
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accessible to the public, for recreation or conservation.”126 The NJDEP even incentivized property
owners to sell their homes by offering eligible residents the pre-storm market value of their
properties before October 29, 2012.127 As of February 2019, the Program had received $375
million in state and federal funding.128 Importantly, seventy-five percent of this Program is funded
through HMGP and the remaining twenty-five percent is funded by the state-run Blue Acres
Buyout Program through appropriation.129 Moreover, certain LMI communities who participate in
this program may be eligible for relocation assistance.
Under Section 104(d) of the Housing and Development Act of 1974 (“HDA”), New Jersey
is required to “replace housing available to low and moderate-income persons” who elect for the
NJDEP to purchase their properties.130 New Jersey's Department of Consumer Affairs is tasked
with managing Community Development Block Grant Disaster Recovery funds to comply with
the HDA.131 Following the purchase of properties inhabited by LMI citizens under the Program,
New Jersey is required to submit information to the U.S. Department of Housing and Urban
Development “related to the demolition and replacement of housing units on a one-for-one basis
since the units purchased will no longer be available to low and moderate-income persons.”132 For
instance, New Jersey was required to replace eight dwellings on a one-for-one basis after the
acquisition of nine residential homes in Pleasantville City to remain in compliance with the
HDA.133
Overall, as of September 2019, roughly 1000 homes in total have been purchased through
this Program and there are proposals for the acquisition of hundreds more.134 The Program has
been recognized by FEMA as a “‘National Best Practice’” and, therefore, localities or state
governments seeking to implement their own buyout programs should look to New Jersey as a
model for success.135
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III.

CASE STUDIES
A. Rural

Addressing and understanding what will happen in rural areas and smaller towns as waters
rise and the climate changes is increasingly important. In Virginia, like elsewhere, many of the
impacts of climate change and sea level rise will impact privately-owned rural land where “existing
knowledge is insufficient to best inform public and private decisions regarding the encroachment
of wetlands into farmland and forests.”136
1. Relocation Programs
Some of the “first Americans to be relocated because of the effects of climate change” will
be from the village of Newtok, Alaska.137 Describing the potential impact of sea level rise on his
community, the Chief of the Grand Caillou and Dulac Band, Shirell Parfait-Dardar, explained that
his community could be gone in twenty years—a loss of his homeland, culture and identity.138
Unlike tribal land in the lower forty-eight states, Alaskan tribes do not have reservations and their
lands are not held in trust. Instead, native claims were extinguished by the Alaska Native Claims
Settlement Act and their land was transferred to native corporations. 139 “According to the U.S.
Army Corps of Engineers, [thirty-one] Alaskan communities face imminent existential threats
from coastline erosion, flooding, and other consequences of temperatures that are rising twice as
quickly in the state as the global average.”140 Newtok, Alaska is a coastal village of around 400
people on the Ninglick River, near the Bering Sea.141 At high risk of thawing permafrost and
flooding, the community has been trying to get help from state and federal governments to relocate
for over two decades.142 The state of the village is increasingly dire: they currently lack any running
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water or working toilets, instead relying on buckets and the river.143 Illness from the lack of
sanitation is common.144
The cost to totally relocate the small village of 400 residents is estimated to be over $100
million.145 To date, the Denali Commission, an independent federal agency tasked with providing
critical utilities, infrastructure, and economic support throughout Alaska,146 has funded $27.4
million to help move the village to Mertarvik, and for other relocation support services.147 FEMA’s
HMGP has provided another $1.7 million.148
Despite actively seeking funding to try and relocate, there have been major setbacks. 149 In
addition to being an isolated Alaskan village, administrative and political struggles, bureaucratic
mismanagement, and instability in tribal leadership have lost the village millions of dollars that
could have funded the relocation effort.150 Ultimately the village has been forced to rely on novel
funding mechanisms, none of which has been enough, all while slowly sinking and with conditions
worsening. Newtok’s experience showcases the fact that even in communities that embrace
relocation, issues abound. For example, overpromising can lead to a lack of trust in community
leaders, there is never enough money, and federal government programs like FEMA’s HMGP will
not save small communities.
2. Flooding in England
Like Virginia, the UK has a very high coastline to area ratio151 and a high risk of flooding.
Although England’s economy is several times larger than Virginia’s, the GDP per capita of
Virginia is actually greater than that of England.152 It is estimated that one in six properties in
Greg Kim, Residents of an Eroded Alaskan Village Are Pioneering a New One, in Phases, NAT’L PUB. RADIO
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England is at risk of flooding.153 A half meter of sea level rise (1.64 feet) will make approximately
20 percent of English coastal defense systems more likely to fail.154 These defenses range from
seawalls or berms in small coastal towns to the Thames Barrier, which protects 1.3 million people
and £275 billion ($341 billion) in property and infrastructure.155
In 1991, the UK pursued a small managed retreat pilot project in Essex. The project focused
on the removal of sea walls and hard defenses and replaced them with salt marsh, but did not
physically displace people and was on publicly owned land.156 Since then, there have been multiple
programs to deal with flood risk, from large scale realignment schemes to countrywide threat
surveys to identify high flood risk areas and develop resiliency plans. To date, however, many of
the programs in the UK have focused on realignment or retreat of physical property that is often
uninhabited; since there is no NFIP equivalent, or duty to defend under the common law, for many
people who lose their homes due to erosion, flooding, and sea-level rise the only government
funding awarded is a small grant to cover demolition costs.157
There are multiple levels of governance applicable to projects in the UK. Since the case
studies discussed in this paper occurred before Brexit,158 European Union (EU) policies and laws
have impacted the projects. The European Commission (EC) passes directives, which are then
binding on member states and often passed as domestic legislation, like federal legislation in the
United States. Parliament then implemented the EU Floods Directive (2007/60/EC) domestically
in the UK as “the Flood Risk Regulations of 2009.”159 The Directive requires states to assess all
the rivers and coastlines for flood risk, identify assets, and take adequate and coordinated measures
to “reduce this flood risk.”160 Following a wider trend in the UK, these regulations require many
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of the assessments to be implemented at the local level.161 The UK coast is split into regional cells
that have developed twenty-two regional shoreline management plans (SMPs) . SMPs “identify
the most sustainable approach to managing the flood and coastal erosion risks to the coastline in
the: short-term (0 to 20 years), medium term (20 to 50 years), and long term (50 to 100 years).”162
Within each of these shoreline regions, coastal areas fall into one of four overarching policy types:
(1) no intervention, (2) hold the line, (3) managed realignment, and (4) advance the line. 163
However, these preferred management policies have no funding obligation, and if no funding can
be obtained, then the policy in essence defaults to no intervention.164
For multiple reasons, including the inherently negative tones of “managed retreat,” the UK
generally prefers to refer to the third policy type—the process of moving away from recurrently
flooded areas—as “managed realignment.”165 Coastal defense projects in the UK are managed by
the Environmental Agency166 (EA), within the Department for Environment, Food and Rural
Affairs (DEFRA). The EA has authority, but no statutory obligation or duty, to manage flood risks,
and generally there is no government compensation for homes lost to flooding or coastal erosion.167
The EA is funded through discretionary grant-in-aid funding from DEFRA that Parliament
appropriates. Under the EA there are also regional flood committees, local flood authorities, local
governments, and internal drainage boards. The specific responsibilities and powers of each is
relatively unclear, even to Parliament.168 While private insurance is available, the UK has no
equivalent of the NFIP. Under British common law, riparian property owners have the
responsibility to protect their own property against flooding, not the government.169 Private flood
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insurance backed by the government is available to homeowners,170 but tens of thousands of high
risk properties are ineligible and if uninsured property is lost to flooding or coastal change there is
no duty or requirement in the UK for the government to provide assistance.171
3. Medmerry, England
“We’ve sat down, we listened to people’s concerns, and we really involved the community,
and for me that’s the real success of this project.”172
– Andrew Gilham, Flood and Coastal Risk Manager
Medmerry is a suburb of Selsey, a small coastal town in West Sussex on the English
Channel. The area is surrounded by beaches, coastal plains, and marshland.173 Traditionally, a
shingle bank “wall” protected the western side of the town, with maintenance costing the EA
£300,000 ($480,000)174 annually and millions of pounds-sterling in repairs after post-storm
breaches.175 In 2008 the wall failed, causing over £5 million ($9.25 million) in damages.176 Rather
than continue to perpetuate this Sisyphean task of fighting the sea, the EA decided to let the ocean
in.
The Medmerry scheme is the largest managed realignment project in the UK and the largest
“open-coast scheme” in Europe to date.177 The EA purposefully breached the existing defense via
a 100-meter (328-foot) channel to let the ocean in to inundate 1,235 acres of land.178 The project
turned three private farms and a Royal Society for the Protection of Birds (RSPB) nature reserve
into a saltwater marsh. Behind this newly created intertidal zone a seven kilometer (4.3496 mile)
clay embankment was built, anchored with 60,000 tons of rock armor revetment to stabilize the
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ends of the newly built defenses.179 Around 400,000 cubic meters (14,125,866.7 cubic feet) of
earth were excavated for the new banks as well as a ten kilometer-long (6.2 miles) drainage ditch,
a 1.8 kilometer (1.1 mile) diversion channel, and around ten kilometers (6.2 miles) “of new
footpaths, cycleways and bridleways” across the site.180
The project was funded by the EA, was run through a partnership with the RSPB, and is
currently managed by the RSPB.181 Team Van Oord and Jacobs were contracted, and sixty-two
weeks spent on construction.182 The EA funds projects through its grant-in-aid funding from
DEFRA – once it receives funding, the Agency has discretion to either spend those funds directly
or give them as grants to localities.183
Starting in November 2006, the EA ran a ninety-day consultation that included a project
team with local engineers, public comments, exhibitions, feedback forms, and a website.184
However, while the initial consultation satisfied the EA’s legal notice requirements, it was poorly
received.185 The local community was initially opposed to the EA’s plan because they feared that
abandoning the existing protective structure could hurt the economy or the new plan would not
work. Residents felt like birds were being prioritized over people and there was a lack of political
support from local planning authorities.186 Rather than press on, the EA created a revised
engagement plan based on the failure of the initial consultation.187 This started with a draft strategy
consultation in the summer of 2008 to clarify documents, setting up a series of exhibitions and
workshops, holding one-on-one meetings with community members, sending flyers and mailers to
stakeholders, and providing council presentations.188 This led to the formation of the Medmerry
Stakeholder Advisory Group (MStAG), which included a wide range of community
representatives who could act as liaisons between the EA and the community. 189 There was
generally positive support for the second round of consultations, and the EA eventually gathered
unanimous support from the local councilors for the projects.190 After approval, the MStAG
remained involved through the design phase and designs were updated to accommodate local
knowledge and concerns. After this extensive consultation, several properties were bought and
construction began.
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Three broad lessons came from this project.191 First, success was reliant on close
collaboration with affected stakeholders. When the community was opposed to issues, the team
re-evaluated their approach and adjusted to better incorporate stakeholders. Second, early and
proactive engagement with residents was critical. The team started reaching out to the community
more than three years before any ground-breaking began. Finally, the formation of specialist
groups to manage issues was very important for addressing stakeholder concerns. The MStAG
continued to meet and give input for the project after the local community supported the project,
which allowed the community to continue to give their opinions throughout the implementation
phases of the project.
4. Pathfinder & Other Projects
Other flooding mitigation projects in the UK have not run as smoothly or as successfully
as Medmerry. While the threats of flooding continue to increase, there has been a move in England
to shift management of flood risk to the local or individual level and focus on resiliency.192 While
the shift allows for increased local decision making it has coincided with a decrease in funding.193
DEFRA now requires localities to partially fund their own flood defenses.194
One DEFRA project to increase community resilience was the Flood Resilience
Community Pathfinder Scheme that ran from 2013 to 2015. Pathfinder was a £5 million ($8
million) pilot project “open to all local authorities in England” to help communities improve their
flood resilience and better manage flood risk.195 Out of forty-five applications received, thirteen
Pathfinder projects were funded.196 The project was run as a grant program through DEFRA where
localities could apply for specific project funding.197 Projects ranged from studying the “best
research evidence about communities and resilience”198 to creating online toolkits,199 or installing
flood resistant modifications on high risk houses in isolated communities.200
The Government Evaluation Report found four key challenges for community engagement.
First, when working with communities, there will be competing priorities and a lack of time
because volunteering is not free, and time is not unlimited. Across the board, programs found it
191
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difficult to motivate participation from communities.201 Second, programs must be made relevant
for transient populations. Third, planners must engage with people from multiple socio-economic
backgrounds, not just affluent groups who are most eager to engage. A community member for
one of the projects said in an interview that “[p]eople are hard to engage with largely because they
have much more immediate problems to worry about.”202 Managers often found that “more
affluent groups were willing to engage but there was no interest from those living in social
housing.” Finally, homeowners may refuse to recognize the threat of flooding due to effects on
property prices – or they may actively try to hide flooding from the public.203 One project manager
found that “some that have flooded don’t want this recorded and prefer to do the repairs
themselves.”204
To deal with these issues, some of the projects started with activities that developed
community participation and focused on a combination of community and institution-led
approaches.205 DEPRA noted that, throughout community engagement, “it is important to
recognise that awareness raising is not an endpoint in itself and to ask the question: ‘What impact
will this have on the wider community preparedness and ability to manage flood risk?’”206 For
example, one of the thirteen projects, Pathfinder Rochdale, had a specific focus on building social
resilience in areas with low levels of economic and financial resilience.207 The program sought to
increase resources and opportunities to deliver flood resilience in low income and transient
communities. “Rochdale borough is one of the most deprived areas of the country, characterized
by an ethnically diverse and transient population of 211,700 people” with a high disability rate of
thirty percent.208 The Rochdale program focused on communities “at significant risk of
flooding.”209 The scheme matched funds with the UK Green Deal, a program to help install energy
saving improvements with flood resilience improvements to expand the projects’ reach.210 To
effectively connect with the relevant communities, engagement and outreach was targeted to local
mosques, scout groups, and on-the-ground charities.211 To further improve outreach,
communication materials were developed in multiple languages including English, Urdu, and
Bengal.212 The program provided flood resilience surveys and Green Deal Assessments for thirtyfive properties, a series of flood roadshows, and one property/business resilience resource pack213,
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and created a flood action group.214 Project managers also met with 112 individual businesses, ran
two business workshops, and ran local school workshops on flooding resilience. Managers
described their successes as stemming from combining projects to achieve work otherwise
unavailable to the community.215
While the UK has had some success, many of their realignment schemes or projects have
been discontinued or focused only on areas where acquired property is limited to fields and farms,
not homes. Outside of flood defenses, some communities are watching their homes fall into the
sea and without private insurance or any schemes for relocation their only resource is a £6,000
check to fund the demolition of their destroyed property.216 Other communities are left in limbo.217
Displacement from the coasts due to flooding in the UK (and elsewhere) has already begun. The
true effects of coastal displacement on communities are not being accurately tracked by many
governments like the UK; even if a full community is not forced to move by one precipitous event
or government program, flooding combined with a lack of insurance and extreme events has
already begun to force people to move.218
Although the government structures are different in the UK, the threats and risks of
flooding from sea level rise, the way that localities are impacted, and the need for government at
all levels to properly engage with affected peoples are the same, and their successes can be used
to help guide issues state-side. Medmerry made a point of going beyond legal requirements to
involve the community in substantial ways throughout the project and changed their methods to
better involve the community. Rochedale was able to use a funding opportunity, the equivalent of
a federal grant, to leverage other funding resources to improve the resilience of impoverished areas
with high flood risk. The project managers were able to combine local government resources,
including managers and staff hours, and with increased funding they were able to undertake a
wider breadth of projects. Although the pathfinder program was a one-time grant opportunity it
laid groundwork for communities to build resilience schemes, and the UK government has since
announced grants for individuals and business to address flooding.219 Being flexible in response
to fluctuating funding is an important lesson from these projects.
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B. Suburban
1. The Riggings Condominiums Inc. v. Coastal Resources Commission
The Riggings Homeowners Association (Riggings HOA) litigation exemplifies how a
legislative attempt to compel managed retreat was unsuccessful as the North Carolina judiciary
was not prepared to value the public interest of retreat over the private interest to remain in place.
This disconnect between legislative and judicial priorities has resulted in a North Carolina
coastline currently lined with de facto sandbag revetments.
In 1985, the North Carolina Coastal Resources Commission (CRC) evaluated the effects
of hardened shoreline structures, like groins or seawalls, on beaches in other states. 220 The CRC
then determined that permitting hardened erosion control structures on North Carolina beaches
would cause irreparable ecological damage to the shoreline.221 Shortly afterwards, in January 1985,
the CRC promulgated a rule banning these structures.222 Numerous oceanfront communities in
North Carolina have lined their shorelines with sandbags since 1985 to temporarily reduce coastal
erosion.223 This rule, however, did permit exceptions for temporary erosion control structures.224
In 1985, the Riggings HOA constructed forty-eight oceanfront condo units in Kure
Beach. They constructed a temporary erosion control structure because the project fell under
one of the exceptions to the no hardened structure rule.226 The Riggings HOA was permitted to
erect sandbags because it was “immediately threatened” because the structure’s “foundation . . .
[was] less than twenty feet away from the erosion scarp.”227 On December 3, 1994, the Division
of Coastal Management issued the Riggings HOA a general permit to repair and replace their 1985
sandbags.228 The same general permit was issued to allow them to keep the sandbags until May 1,
2000.229 At this time, the Riggings HOA was required to receive a variance from the CRC to
maintain their sandbags.230
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prohibit any “permanent erosion control structure in an ocean shoreline” and “the construction of
a temporary erosion control structure that consists of anything other than sandbags in an ocean
shoreline.”232 From 2000 to 2005, the Riggings HOA received three variances from the CRC to
maintain their sandbags and avoid prosecution for failure to comply with North Carolina’s no
hardened structure rule.233 For the CRC to grant a variance, the petitioner must satisfy all of four
elements:
1. Unnecessary hardships would result from strict application of the rules,
standards or orders.
2. The hardships result from conditions that are peculiar to the property, such as
the location, size, or topography of the property.
3. The hardships did not result from actions taken by the petitioner.
4. The request variance is consistent with the spirit, purpose, and intent of the
rules, standards, or orders; will secure public safety and welfare; and will
preserve substantial justice.234
On August 22, 2006, Riggings HOA applied for an additional variance for beach
nourishment, called the Habitat Enrichment Project, which would remove every sandbag in front
of their property if granted.235 The CRC denied the petition because they found that Riggings HOA
did not satisfy all four elements.236 The HOA appealed this decision to the New Hanover County
Superior Court, which remanded it back to the CRC with instructions for CRC to apply an
“unnecessary hardships” standard.237 After applying the new standard, the CRC still denied the
variance petition.238 Riggings HOA again appealed and the New Hanover County Superior Court
held that Riggings HOA had satisfied all four elements and the CRC’s decision to deny the petition
was arbitrary.239 CRC subsequently appealed this decision to the North Carolina Court of
Appeals.240
The Court of Appeals reviewed the trial court’s disposition under the lowest deference
standard of review,241 and evaluated the CRC’s rationale for denying the variance request. 242 The
court determined that the CRC erred when it analyzed the hardship of the property-owner rather
than the property.243 Since evaluating the hardship of the property owners could spur an Equal
Protection Clause violation, the court held that Riggings HOA’s “previous permit and variances
are immaterial to the CRC’s ‘unnecessary hardships’ analysis” and affirmed the trial court’s
232
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determination that Riggings HOA satisfied the first element.244 The court then assessed whether
Riggings HOA met the fourth element explaining that the no hardened structures policy under the
CAMA identified a balance between competing public and private property interests.245 The court
weighed the potential destruction of the Riggings HOA’s property from erosion “against the public
interests considered by the [CRC]: (i) CAMA’s prohibition of permanent erosion control
structures; (ii) aesthetic concerns; and (iii) public beach access.”246
The court first emphasized that the sandbags were not permanent structures yet, and that if
the planned beach nourishment Habitat Enhancement Project were successful, the sandbags would
no longer be needed.247 Second, the court highlighted that the public has plenty of opportunities to
enjoy Kure Beach.248 Finally, they stressed that the public has a minimal need to pass by the
Riggings HOA’s beachfront and affirmed the trial court’s determination that the fourth element
was satisfied.249 The Court of Appeals affirmed the trail court’s ruling and, on appeal, an evenly
divided Supreme Court of North Carolina let their decision stand.250
Although the state of North Carolina attempted to indirectly drive residents out of eroding
coastal areas by implementing a policy that prohibited long-term coastal stabilization measures,
the Riggings HOA litigation shows that both the North Carolina government and communities like
Riggings are “caught between a rock and a hard place.”251 If a Virginia legislative body passed a
measure that banned hardened structures on Virginia’s shorelines, in a similar attempt as North
Carolina to eventually drive waterfront property owners away from the shore in eroding areas, the
successful implementation of this measure would rest on the judiciary’s interpretation of it. Like
the Riggings HOA litigation, if the Virginia judiciary values the private interest to stay in place
more than the legislative interest to ban hardened structures, the Virginia law would not be
implemented effectively. Since the CAMA could not indirectly induce Riggings HOA to abandon
their homes, the only remaining legal tools for North Carolina to compel relocation are exercising
eminent domain or buying out properties through targeted acquisitions.
2. North Topsail Beach Proposed Managed Retreat Study
While managed retreat may be inevitable, many communities do not have the financial
means to buyout properties, even the ones that are the most vulnerable to relative sea-level rise.
One recent study, however, has demonstrated that property acquisitions in flooding LMI
communities can be a fiscally wise long-term strategy. On July 1, 2019, West Carolina
University’s Program for the Study of Developed Shorelines released a study discussing the fiscal
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benefits of relocating the most flood-prone properties in North Topsail Beach (NTB).252 This study
specifically focused on NTB because 331 homes on Topsail Island were destroyed by Hurricane
Fran in 1996.253 Additionally, these same properties have been inundated following major
hurricanes in the past two decades.254 Once the location was determined, researchers conducted a
Coastal Hazard Exposure Assessment to pinpoint the most vulnerable properties for their study.255
The four hazards incorporated into this assessment included erosion, inlet migration, storm
surge, and flooding.256 The datasets of these hazards were derived from FEMA, North Carolina’s
Department of Environmental Quality, and the National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration.257 The initial survey covered 2,525 parcels along 2,886 acres of land.258 However,
once the hazard data was taken into consideration, the “[f]inal results of the assessment
demonstrate 290 parcels at NTB (approximately 42 acres) have the highest exposure to all
hazards.”259 Fifty-seven properties were added to ensure unbroken continuity along the coast and,
therefore, a total of 347 properties were evaluated for acquisition.260 Researchers then began
weighing the financial cost of relocating these homes against the financial cost of inaction.261
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According to an Onslow County evaluation in 2018, the total assessed value of the 347
properties was $30.1 million, which accounts for 3.1% of the NTB tax base. 262 Although this
number appears low, thirty-two properties were valued at $100 due to inundation at the time of
this study and 240 properties were small condos with an average value of $55,000.263 The study
estimates that the total revenue lost over thirty years from the removal of 347 properties ranges
from $14.9 to $20.4 million.264 Moreover, the demolition and sandbag removal costs would be
around $4.25 million.265 Therefore, the total cost of buying out these 347 properties, including
appreciation and inflation, is at most $54.8 million over thirty years.266 NTB, under its 2018 New
River Inlet Master Plan, is planning to nourish 5,100 feet of shoreline biennially for three
decades.267 Since 4,000 feet of shoreline border the most-vulnerable properties demarcated in this
study, the thirty-year nourishment cost would be $47.4 million.268 Additionally, the cost of
maintaining a 2,000-foot sandbag revetment for three decades ranges from $10.2 to $20.4
million.269 Therefore, the total cost for preserving the status quo is a minimum of $57.6 million
over thirty years.270 After suggesting that the cost savings would be at least $2.8 million, the study
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concludes by offering funding opportunities and describing some benefits if NTB decided to adopt
the study’s recommended approach.271
Since a majority of the 347 properties are in a Coastal Barrier Resources System,272 federal
funding would not be available for relocation efforts.273 However, the study did suggest one
innovative solution that could fully fund the property acquisitions.274 According to 2018 Census
Bureau statistics, a $0.01 increase to the property tax rate in Onslow County would generate more
than $58 million in the next thirty years.275 While the goals of such relocation efforts include
increased public safety of NTB’s residents, additional benefits of relocating the 347 properties
include greater municipal resource input into ninety-three percent of the tax base, increasing the
length of setbacks from the shoreline, habitat restoration, and improved recreation opportunities.276
The study concluded by emphasizing that “the real benefit will be a chance to ensure the longerterm economic vitality of the more sustainable portions of the community.”277 Although NTB has
not acted upon this study, this cost-benefit analysis reveals that targeted acquisitions in areas
vulnerable to flooding can be a long-term, fiscally sound policy for numerous communities across
the nation.

C. Urban
1. Grand Forks, North Dakota
The City of Grand Forks, North Dakota is located on the western bank of the northern
flowing Red River.278 Across the river sits its sister city, East Grand Forks, Minnesota.279 Due to
its low-lying location, Grand Forks often experiences spring flooding caused by the southern part
of the river melting while the northern part remains frozen, pushing water over the banks.280
However, during the winter of 1996-1997, the Red River Valley experienced record cold
temperatures, eight blizzards, and a cumulative snowfall of over 100 inches.281 During the week
of April 13, 1997, the community prepared for a flood, placing sandbags along the dikes. While
271
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the National Weather Service had predicted that the Red River would rise to forty-nine feet,282 the
river crested at fifty-four feet–twenty-six feet above the flood stage of twenty-eight feet283–and
water poured over the dikes.284
The effects of the flooding devastated Grand Forks, as well as East Grand Forks. In Grand
Forks the flooding submerged or partially submerged almost 300 homes.285 Additionally, the
flooding caused an electrical short circuit leading to a fire in the historic business district.286
However, firetrucks were unable to get to the fire because of flooded roads.287 All told, eleven
historical buildings were destroyed.288 Seventy percent of Grand Forks’ schools were also
damaged.289 “Several elementary schools, one middle school, and a high school had to be
condemned and torn down.”290 In the end, the damage to Grand Forks was estimated to be $3.5
billion.291 Across the river, East Grand Forks’ commercial district was completely destroyed and
only seven of the city’s 5,501 houses escaped flood damage.292 Despite the extensive damage,
almost the entire population of the two cities, roughly 60,000 people, were safely evacuated.293
Following the flood, the city of Grand Forks received national sympathy, although funding
to repair the damage was slower to materialize. One problem was that many of the residents of
Grand Forks did not have flood insurance, either because they did not believe that they would be
affected or because flood insurance agents had told them that it was unnecessary based on the
National Weather Service’s forecasts,294 despite a prediction by the North Dakota Regional
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Weather Information Center (RWIC) of a fifty-two-foot crest.295 Turning to Washington, D.C., the
mayors of Grand Forks and East Grand Forks appealed for funding.296 On June 12, 1997, President
Clinton finally signed a final appropriations bill,297 which provided $500 million in HUD CDBGDR funding to towns in the Upper Midwest, with $50 million to be expedited to Grand Forks.298
Of the approximately $171 million that Grand Forks received through HUD CDBG-DR funding,
the city spent ten to fifteen percent of the funds on projects in or near downtown,299 as HUD
funding had come with the condition that the city commit to building a “corporate center” to
encourage reinvestment and help rebuild the city’s tax base.300 This money was also used to assist
small businesses and homeowners not within the dike line, as well as those without flood
insurance.301 Grand Forks also received an additional $13 million in HMGP funding,302 and North
Dakota received a reduced cost-share rate on funding.303
Grand Forks used their federal funding to purchase over 800 residential and commercial
properties in one of the nation’s largest buyout programs.304 The properties near the river were
demolished to make way for a greenway between the levee system and the banks of the Red River
and Red Lake River, which now consists of “almost [twenty] miles of paved, multipurpose trails;
two golf courses; boat ramps; campgrounds; ice skating rinks; basketball and tennis courts; a
softball, soccer, and football field; and more.”305
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While often cited as a successful buyout,306 the City of Grand Forks experienced several
difficulties with its buyout program. One problem was the placement of the dike line. Following
the 1997 flood, the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (“USACE”) and Grand Forks faced the question
of how to protect the city from future floods. While USACE initially recommended a set of clay
dikes, concrete floodwalls, and an earthen wall, this proposal angered residents as it threatened to
cut through downtown and two neighborhoods with houses of historical significance. 307 Facing
this opposition, USACE conducted a study of an alternative solution—constructing a channel
almost twenty-three miles long, which would consume 3,000 acres of farmland, negatively impact
water quality, and degrade 649 acres of wetland.308 However, this proposal was rejected by the
federal government due to a price tag of $450 million.309 Thus, the city returned to a plan of dikes
and floodwalls, though the exact placement of the dike line was moved several times, 310 only to
encounter another difficulty in the form of a legal challenge by some of the city’s residents.
Buyout managers had preconceived notions that certain areas were going to be bought out
and that this was the rational option.311 Despite these notions, the city used local assessors to set
the value of properties to help maintain the trust of citizens.312 Yet, some citizens still chose to
hold out from the buyout process, because they did not feel they were being offered a fair price for
their homes or were opposed in principle to the buyout program.313 The city’s residents expressed
a general sentiment of “resentment and mistrust,” as they did not understand the federal rules
against duplication of benefits which deducted from their buyout payments assistance they
received from nonprofit organizations314 or flood insurance,315 thus resulting in smaller buyout
payments. To achieve a higher payment for their properties, these residents wanted to force the
city to use its power of eminent domain, thus triggering the Uniform Relocation Assistance and
306
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Real Property Acquisition Policy Act of 1970 (URA).316 Under the Federal Relocation Act of the
URA, HUD must provide homeowners who are displaced for public projects with “comparable
and suitable” replacement homes or pay the difference for a replacement home.317 Upon learning
of the Federal Relocation Act, one resident declared, “I’m sitting on it. Until they put the last piece
of dike in, I’m Eminent Domain, I’m Federal Relocation Act.”318 Eventually Grand Forks did turn
to eminent domain to force residents in the dike placement line to move.319 Several citizens then
filed suit against both Grand Forks and FEMA, “claiming city officials were ‘bullying residents
into selling their homes for unfair prices.’”320 This lawsuit was dismissed in Fargo District
Court.321 However, this did not put an end to the residents’ feelings that they were taken advantage
of during the buyout process.322
Another difficulty the city faced in conducting buyouts was obtaining documentation of
clear title. As both city hall and the county register of deeds office were devastated by the flooding,
the city had to look to a private company that did title work for the city.323 Because of this lesson,
the city now uses a computerized system to store title documents and does not keep such
documents on the first floor or in the basements of buildings.324 This lesson was only one of many
regarding vital infrastructure and building codes that the city took away from this experience.
As citizens were without potable water for twenty-three days following the flood, the city
also relocated the water treatment plant’s electrical transformers and panels above the 1997 flood
level, moved air compressors and records to upper floors of the plant, and built metal flood shields
for doors and windows.325 The city also purchased land to the west of town to build a new water
treatment plant in the future,326 built a new elementary school “above the base-flood elevation”
and implemented new building codes before allowing buildings in the downtown area to rebuild
and reopen.327 Although “[u]nder enormous pressure to make exceptions to local floodplain
ordinances, city officials instead held firm and enforced local regulations that required building
back with special measures to reduce future losses.”328
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In addition to buying out flooded property, the city needed to replace the lost low-and
moderate-income housing. Thus, the city contracted with a private, non-profit organization with
experience in low-and moderate-income housing for seniors and disabled individuals, Grand Forks
Homes.329 The city funded the project using CGBG funds and $7.75 million from Fannie Mae’s
Housing Impact Fund.330 Grand Forks Homes built 180 homes on the undeveloped west edge of
the city.331 These homes were priced from $105,000 to $147,000 despite being intended to replace
homes valued at $50,000 to $80,000.332 The location was also perceived as a negative.333 Thus, the
city only sold twelve homes by February 1999.334 Grand Forks eventually lowered the prices by
an average of $17,500 and the properties sold,335 though displaced residents still had “to bridge
the gap” between what they were paid for their old homes and the cost of these new houses.336
After Hurricane Floyd hit North Carolina in 1999, the former mayors of Grand Forks and
East Grand Forks urged North Carolina communities to see the buyouts as “an opportunity for
recovery and continued growth.”337 Despite its challenges, Grand Forks itself did manage to
survive and rebuild following the flood of 1997. As of 2018, Grand Forks’ population had grown
to 70,770,338 and “Grand Forks city officials say the downtown is stronger than it was before the
flood with more small businesses, shops and entertainment options.”339 While the jobs market in
Grand Forks has remained relatively flat over the last two decades, in contrast to neighboring cities
that continue to grow, it is working to continue to develop downtown and to retain more young
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people.340 The river continues to be part of the area’s story, with the neighboring cities of Fargo,
North Dakota and Moorhead, Minnesota still worrying about flooding and a $2 billion diversion
planned to channel water around Fargo,341 a project which has been challenged by Minnesota due
to the impact on the state.342
Grand Forks’ unique story also provides valuable insight into the importance of public
participation, or at least the public’s perception of public participation, following a disaster. A
study conducted by researchers at the University of North Dakota almost five years after the Red
River Flood interviewed citizens in both Grand Forks and East Grand Forks “to determine the
impact of participation both on the citizens’ evaluation of government actions and on their general
trust of city government in the aftermath of a disaster.”343 The study found that, following the
flood, Grand Forks employed three forms of citizen involvement: (1) more frequent city council
meetings and meetings explicitly to discuss flood control measures, (2) the establishment of a
public information office, and (3) the establishment of the Mayor’s Task Force on Business
Redevelopment.344 However, because citizens were not always able to speak at these meetings and
the Task Force was composed solely of business leaders, some citizens in Grand Forks may have
believed they had less opportunity to influence decisions and that the city had attempted to involve
citizens less than in East Grand Forks, which held a series of meetings expressly to involve
citizens.345 Yet, this study found “citizen’s perceptions of participation opportunities” more likely
to lead to higher trust than actual participation.346
Several lessons can be drawn from Grand Forks’ experiences: the importance of
communicating with citizens regarding information like flood insurance, funding opportunities
and associated rules; the necessity sometimes to lose part of an historic neighborhood or relocate
neighborhoods, including LMI neighborhoods, in order to save a city; the importance of localities
protecting crucial records and infrastructure, such as water treatment plants; and how essential it
is to ensure that citizens are involved in the decision-making process following a disaster.
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2. Davenport, Iowa
Davenport is a city with a population of 100,000 on the Mississippi River that has long
lived with flooding without permanent flood control barriers, such as a flood wall.347 Rather, the
city erects temporary barriers when the river rises due to melting snow and spring rains. 348 As
Davenport’s mayor explained, the city “didn’t put up a flood wall and push our problems down to
places like Louisiana”: rather, the city acknowledged that “[t]he river does come outside of its
banks. We know that. We embrace that.”349
Like much of the Midwest, Davenport experienced massive flooding in the winter of 1993
with the river reaching what was then a record level at 22.63 feet.350 Although the river flooded
50-100 businesses and over 300 residential units,351 Davenport’s drinking water utilities were not
impacted because the facilities were built above the 500-year floodplain.352
Davenport had previously rejected a $34 million plan by the USACE to build a floodwall
in the 1980s and following the 1993 flooding decided once again not to erect permanent flood
control barriers.353 Rather, the city’s major floodplain management strategy was to buy properties
in the floodplain.354 In fact, the city had budgeted for acquisitions since 1990 and had funded these
acquisitions with a special sales tax.355 Following the 1993 flood, Davenport attempted to purchase
property along the Mississippi River. However, due to a lack of interest, the city instead purchased
347
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properties in the Garden Addition, located on the city’s southwest side and separated by an earthen
dam from Blackhawk Creek,356 where the city’s limited funds could be more efficiently applied
due to the lower housing prices.357 All told, the city has purchased eighty-eight homes in the
Garden Addition using local and federal funds, making up three quarters of the city’s buyouts since
1991.358 Yet the city did not, like Grand Forks, build new housing for people displaced by the
buyout, and residents complained that the amounts they were offered for their homes were not
enough to afford “decent housing elsewhere in the city.”359
Furthermore, any new development, remodels, or major repairs in Davenport’s floodplain
require a floodplain development permit.360 In addition to restricting development in the
floodplain, Davenport allows parts of the downtown to function as an urban floodplain with
buildings adapted to flooding.361 This urban floodplain consists of 560 acres of parks and trails, a
marsh, and a baseball stadium protected only by an 800-foot long removable floodwall.362
Davenport also participates in the NFIP, which requires that the city meet certain floodplain
management standards in exchange for federally backed flood insurance for the city’s
property owners, and the Community Rating System (CRS), which allows property owners
to receive a discount on their flood insurance premiums because the city has undertaken certain
activities that exceed the NFIP requirements.363
Despite Davenport’s commitment to living with the water, the city has continued to
experience increased flooding over time. Extensive flooding in 2001 required a $3 million cleanup,
for which Davenport paid $310,000 and FEMA paid the remaining ninety percent. 364 Notably,
$300,000 is the estimated cost per year for Davenport to maintain a levee. 365 Thus, some argued
that Davenport should not receive such federal funding because the city had repeatedly refused to
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invest in a permanent barrier.366 However, by 2002 a levee no longer made economic sense as the
city had already moved so many assets out of the floodplain.367
The flooding event in 2019, which reached a record high of 22.7 feet in a region where the
flood stage is fifteen feet,368 prompted Davenport to once again consider building a permanent
flood wall.369 Davenport has established a task force to consider this option.370 The estimated cost
of such a wall is $175 million, which would be mostly locally funded. 371 The city is also facing
new infrastructure issues. In March of 2019, the freight company Canadian Pacific Railway
decided to raise its railway tracks along the river due to increased flooding, making many of the
city’s railroad and street intersections impassable.372 For now, Davenport is working to evaluate
its options, with the city, USACE, and Iowa Department of Natural Resources conducting a flood
response and recovery planning survey to present to the task force and the city planning to engage
an engineering firm to look into long-term options.373
While Davenport is facing challenges of a continuously flooding Mississippi River, many
of the actions that the city has taken provide valuable lessons. First, in contrast to the current fight
between Minnesota and Grand Fork’s neighbor Fargo, North Dakota, the City of Davenport has
not pushed its problem onto other localities. Rather, the city has attempted to find ways to live
with and embrace the water. This is most notable in the city’s restriction of floodplain development
and its use of parts of downtown as an urban floodplain. Yet the city is now having to reconsider
this plan, emphasizing that localities must account for more severe weather conditions over time.
Second, the city took a long-term approach to buyouts and began budgeting for buyouts years
before engaging in the process. However, the city’s initial attempt to buy property along the river
highlights that in some cases residents are not willing to sell. Further, the fact that Davenport then
resorted to buyouts in a lower-income neighborhood raises social justice concerns, as these
residents could not then afford to locate to other neighborhoods in the city.
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IV.

BEST PRACTICES FOR MANAGED RETREAT

From the English coast to the shores of the Mississippi River, the impacts of flooding are
continuing to increase dramatically, and some places are becoming unlivable. These initial
examples of managed retreat provide valuable lessons on how to successfully navigate the process
of dealing with rising waters. These best practices can be categorized into three general lessons:
thinking long-term, communicating with members of the community, and utilizing dynamic
funding options.

A. Thinking Long-Term
Multiple studies have found that programs of managed retreat, including buyouts, can be
more fiscally sustainable in the long term than “holding the line.” This reasoning was the impetus
for the UK’s Environmental Agency to abandon the defenses at Medmerry in favor of managed
realignment and was shown to be the most financially responsible plan for North Topsail Beach
by Western Carolina University.374 Funding instead could be invested into a relocation program or
used to protect the shoreline through projects that reduce erosion.375 Although this approach may
not be suitable for every community across the nation, it presents a unique opportunity for localities
to preserve their budgets and shorelines.376
Although buyouts of suburban beachfront areas can be cost efficient over time, once
localities decide to encourage managed retreat, they must also take into account potentially
conflicting legislative and judicial interests, as experienced with the Riggings Home Owner
Association.377
Another issue for implementation of a managed retreat program is the question of which
neighborhoods are to be bought out. Grand Forks shows both the opposition that cities may face
from wealthy, historic neighborhoods as well as the problems of ensuring that LMI neighborhoods
are replaced with nearby, affordable housing with amenities.378 Meanwhile, Davenport’s buyout
process also raises questions of social justice. The city chose to stretch its money further by buying
out at-risk properties in an LMI neighborhood but did not help residents relocate. Together, these
Midwestern cities showcase the line localities must walk between buying out vulnerable
neighborhoods while not disenfranchising lower-income residents. Coastal Virginia cities are
already beginning to recognize the importance of ensuring sustainable neighborhoods for LMI
individuals, such as Norfolk, Virginia’s efforts to revitalize the St. Paul’s area, which has the city’s
highest concentration of public housing.379 Similarly, the City of Newport News obtained a grant
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from HUD’s Choice Neighborhoods Initiative to increase resiliency in the city’s historically
African-American Marshall-Ridley neighborhood.380
Such conflicts are also present not only within cities, but across cities. In the UK, like
elsewhere, the government has funded realignment schemes for easily displaced farmland that
provided defensive structures for wealthy cities.381 On the other hand, while governments
sometimes buy out riparian properties, other times they are left to the water. A study published in
Science Advances found that when the US government decides to purchase properties, wealthy
counties get more FEMA buyout funding than poorer communities.382 This disparity is in part
because smaller and tribal communities often lack the resources or recognition to advocate for
themselves. Debates or lack of expertise at the local level can also prevent a locality from
successfully obtaining funding or grants. Newtok struggled for decades to get funding for
relocation, losing millions due to a lack of administrative expertise. Additionally, buyouts and
relocations, even when desired by the community, can take a very long time; Newtok spent over
twenty-five years working to obtain funding to move less than a quarter of the village. 383 Cities
attempting to engage in buyouts or otherwise encourage relocation may also experience holdouts
among property owners, such as in Grand Forks or with the Riggings HOA.384
Lastly, implementing a program for managed retreat must take into account the fact that
weather events will continue to be more extreme. Estimates for sea-level rise in Virginia may vary
but studies are showing that this increase will happen exponentially, increasing over time.385 This
reality has posed a problem for the City of Davenport, which is now being forced to reconsider
how to move forward, and highlights the importance of preserving crucial infrastructure.
Following the flood in Grand Forks, the city lost vital property records when downtown
government buildings flooded, and residents went twenty-three days without potable water. In
contrast, Davenport’s water treatment plant, which was located above the 500-year floodplain, was
not impacted by flooding. Yet cities can still obtain some value from flood-prone properties
without risking vital infrastructure. The City of Norfolk has imposed a system of “resilience
points,” which would allow parcels threatened by sea level rise to remain undeveloped. Developers
would purchase or obtain perpetual conservation easements on low-lying properties in order to
earn points to build on higher ground.386 Another solution embraced by both Grand Forks and
Davenport is to use low-lying areas as urban floodplains that also provide the community with
valuable parks and trails. Likewise, the City of Virginia Beach, Virginia has considered a program
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to buy out at-risk properties, demolish the buildings, and restrict future development, leaving the
area for a park or flood control project.387
In recognition of the need for long-term planning, the EU Floods Directive requires
localities to design short-term (0 to 20 years), medium term (20 to 50 years), and long term (50 to
100 years) plans.388 Similarly, localities in coastal Virginia are required to have a comprehensive
plan, including strategies to address SLR if they are within the Hampton Roads Planning District
Commission.389 Longer term planning, such as Norfolk’s Vision 2100,390 could be a valuable tool
for localities to engage with citizens and ensure a fair buyout process that retains the unique
character of the community and a safe place for all residents.

B. Communicating with Members of the Community
The first issue for implementation of managed retreat programs is the phrase “managed
retreat” itself, which often bears a negative connotation as it is perceived as giving up land rather
than fighting to protect vulnerable areas. Partially because of the negative connotation, the UK
refers to the practice of moving away from areas vulnerable to rising waters and allowing water to
inundate them as “managed realignment.” The mayors of Grand Forks and East Grand Forks have
depicted managed retreat as an opportunity for growth and recovery. Similarly, the City of Norfolk,
Virginia has also avoided the use of the phrase which it considers to be “politically explosive.”391
Furthermore, the Norfolk Vision 2100 plan declines to evaluate managed retreat, only mentioning
the word “retreat” once, and plans instead to address each property’s needs.392 Instead of
suggesting plans to relocate LMI communities that will inevitably be left to drown in eighty years
without government intervention, this “vision” depicts Norfolk’s twenty-second century war with
the rising seas as “an opportunity[.]”393
Even without explosive language, managed retreat programs will struggle to succeed if
citizens of a community feel that they are not engaged in the process. As noted earlier, the City of
Grand Forks has struggled to make citizens feel they had an opportunity to participate in the
community planning process. However, the buyout in Medmerry, UK was successful, because
managers spent several years building community trust and engaging the community on multiple
levels. Thus, Medmerry provides several lessons for communication. First, the success of a project
387
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can depend on close collaboration with affected stakeholders. Similarly, early and frequent
engagement with local residents is critical. Finally, the formation of specialist groups to manage
issues was very important for addressing stakeholder concerns,394 and the Pathfinder Project
demonstrated that getting participants to engage is a consistent problem throughout diverse
projects and communities;395 so localities should be sure to engage in tailored outreach. For
example, Rochdale published information in several languages and reached out to religious leaders
in the community.
While the oft-used term “community engagement” is easy to invoke, actually achieving it
is no small feat – proactively reaching out to communities in ways that encourage involvement
and actually allow representative engagement is a recurring, challenging issue that will take time,
effort, and hard work on the part of planners. Low income and at-risk communities often do not
want to be involved with government actors or projects, unfulfilled government promises can set
unrealistic expectations and leave people in harm’s way years later, and at-risk home owners might
purposefully ignore or misconstrue hazards.396 Yet proactively engaging with the community, as
in Medmerry, can result in successful relocation programs.

C. Utilizing Dynamic Funding Options
Federal funding can provide an important source of money for localities to conduct buyouts
in flood prone areas, as illustrated by the buyout programs in both Grand Forks and Davenport.397
Yet localities or states must also bear a portion of the costs associated with buyouts,398 and even
in communities that receive federal funding there is unlikely to be enough money.399 Smaller
impoverished communities, such as Newtok, Alaska are less likely to receive federal funding than
communities such as Grand Forks, where flooding made national headlines.
Localities can be creative in seeking funding, however. The village of Newtok has relied
on novel funding mechanisms to help secure money for its community. Although Newtok is an
indigenous community, non-indigenous localities can also appeal to the federal government. The
cities of Grand Forks and East Grand Forks secured their federal funding in part through the efforts
of their mayors lobbying Congress.
Both Gloucester County, Virginia and New Jersey worked closely with the federal
government to receive FEMA HMGP funding to support their acquisition programs. Gloucester
County achieved initial success in its buyout program, purchasing roughly fifty-nine properties
and then converting that land into conservation areas.400 The New Jersey Department of
Environmental Protection’s Blue Acres Buyout Program achieved even greater success through
strong federal partnerships and vigorous efforts to relocate low income communities.401
394
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While these early cases were successful in obtaining some federal funding, as the impacts
of climate change increase and flooding becomes more common, the availability of special funding
through political channels may become less available. Some have noted that “[t]he amount of
recovery money delivered to [Grand Forks] exceeded expectations because there were few other
disasters or wars during that time.”402 This will not always be the case. In fact, media focus on one
disaster can concentrate funding and drown out other areas of need.403 There will never be enough
money to protect everyone. The earlier localities act, however, the better chance they will have to
obtain limited federal funding.

V.

CONCLUSION

From rural Alaska to coastal North Carolina to urban cities in the Midwest, we can draw
lessons to help ensure that coastal Virginia continues to thrive in the face of sea level rise. These
lessons include communicating with affected communities, planning for the long-term with a
recognition that environmental conditions will continue to change, and seeking dynamic funding
options. While these case studies may provide insight for beginning the process of managed retreat,
coastal Virginia presents its own challenges as the region is already facing frequent inundation that
disproportionately impacts LMI communities. Within the next several decades, certain LMI
communities in coastal Virginia are predicted to become uninhabitable due to flooding, but it is
not too late for localities to act now to move in a new direction.
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